INCOMING INTERNATIONAL WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

*****As of July 28, 2022: International wire SWIFT instructions have been updated.*****

Individual Name: Stanford University – Development Services
Bank Name: Wells Fargo Bank
San Francisco Main Office
420 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94104 USA

BIC or SWIFT #: WFBIUS6S - To be used when receiving USD from an international remitter.
(choose one) Example: USD from a donor’s European bank to credit our university’s USD account.

WFBIUS6WFFX – To be used when receiving foreign currency to be converted to USD by Wells Fargo. Example: Donor sending Euro (or other foreign currency) to our university USD account. Upon receipt of funds, Wells Fargo will convert foreign currency to USD.

Account #: 4944-863570
Reference/OBI: Stanford Center on China’s Economy and Institutions (SCCEI)

INCOMING DOMESTIC WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

Individual Name: Stanford University – Development Services
Bank Name: Wells Fargo Bank
San Francisco Main Office
420 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94104 USA

ABA Routing #: 121-000248
Account #: 4944-863570
Stanford’s FID: 94-1156365
Reference: Stanford Center on China’s Economy and Institutions (SCCEI)

NOTE: To ensure accurate handling, please send a confirming email to: wire_transfers@lists.stanford.edu
This confirming email should indicate:
• Date Stanford should expect the wire
• Dollar amount
• Sending organization
• Intended department at Stanford: Stanford Center on China's Economy and Institutions (SCCEI)

The university version of this form and similar information is found on Fingate: https://fingate.stanford.edu/receipts-gifts/resource/electronic-fund-transfer-eft-instructions-requesting-wire-transfer-or-ach